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Thesis Contention
This thesis aims to bring functionally obsolescent
architectural elements to the forefront of design analysis, in the
pursuit of architectural character over typology. The analysis
is not of buildings, but rather how their recognizable ordinary
elements can adopt alternate personalities, identities, and
attitudes to the landscapes in which they inhabit.
Here, the understanding of what it means to be
“ordinary” is critical. In his Essay, “Ordinary,” Antonio Petrov
defines the ordinary as “a derivative” and “a negative category
of what is not:” not elite, not exceptional, not interesting,
not sacred. But the sacred changes with time. Exceptionality
fluctuates.1 The ordinary is always leftover, comedown, fallen. In
this, it is seen that we do not remember ordinary typologies, but
rather the everyday features and characters that make up their
compositions. This thesis seeks to draw on this idea of legibility
through the use of projective character. Operationalizing
Stewart Hick’s and Alison Newmeyer’s definition of projective
character in our post-postmodern world allows us to override
the expected functions of these ordinary elements with new
associations.2
In this Thesis Prep analysis I argue for characters with
these contradictory qualities, claiming obsolescence is merely
a call for the employment of character mis-calibrations. With
this in mind, the research focuses on the chimney: a globally
recognized architectural element on the verge of functional
obsolescence. Here the research aims to propose a fictional
landscape composed of projective characters, arguing that
the formal and didactic qualities of the architectural chimney
promote new and contradictory narratives, with the power
to assert their familiar image across novel visual landscapes.
Thus, the overarching goal of this thesis is to create a new
conversation in what it means to preserve or reframe a visual
architectural landscape of obsolescence.
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Fig 1 - 2
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1.
Towards a
Projective
Character
9

“ It is not sufficent that
a building be beautiful:
the spectator has to
feel the character that
the building imparts...
it is not simply a
set of isolated and
peculiar acts. Instead
it is how the emotional
proclivities of a nation
are manifested in its
built works. ”
Quatremère de Quincy
Encyclopedie Methodique, 1788
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Fig 3
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Character describes a relationship between
the physical reality of a building, its outward
appearance, and its ulterior meaning.

Fig 4 - 6
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We start with the well-known 18th century
manifesto by Quantremere de Quincy, Encyclopedia
Methodique.
In the Encyclopedia Methodique,
Quatremere de Quincye sets the stage for the
discussion of character in the architectural
discourse. He proposes three types of character:
Essential, Distinctive, and Relative.
Portrayed in the monolithic designs of Boulle,
Essential Character portrays permanence, and power.
Buildings with essential character are immediate
and strike the observer with immediate importance.
Distinctive Character, on the other hand, is associated
with originality/individuality. Visualized in the
work of Lequeu, it is what one means when they
say something has “a character:” it is born from
making visible certain invisible influences and
exceptions. Thirdly, de Quincy’s Relative Character
visibly conveys an object’s purpose in its outward
appearance. It is the most logical, category of
character, and the one associated with culture &
language.
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But beyond these three characters proposed
by de Quincy, there lives a contested fourth
category of the 21st century: Projective
Character.

Fig 7 - 8
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Projective Character is achieved through the
precise mis-calibration of (1)scale, (2)copys, and
(3)image in the celebration of everyday life.
These techniques defamiliarize the everyday as a
means to remove it far enough to see it anew, with
restored admiration.
In The Monument to Bruce and Farmland World,
Stewart Hicks and Allison Newmeyer of Design
w/ Company offer no instructions for perceiving
their work and reveal no indications for what they
mean by it, playing on the meaning projective
character.
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“Objects with projective character equally
privilege irony and sincerity: they are formal
dreams on display, activated only through interactions with a willing
audience. By intentionally incorporating inappropriate social and
physical forms, projective character becomes
an act of self-conscious
culturing. ”
Design W/ Company,
Mis-Guided Tactics for Propriety Calibration, p. 41
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Fig 9 - 11
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Fig 12
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2.
Towards a
Reframed
		Obsolescence
19

“Unlike a piece of
clothing that goes
out of fashion, or an
electrical appliance that
gets replaced by a new
model, [buildings] can
not so easily be placed
away.”
Stephen Cairns
All Buildings Must Die, pg 111
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Fig 13
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Fig 14 - 17
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In his book All Buildings Must Die, Stephen
Cairns argues obsolescence in architecture arises
when an artifact or technology loses value.
Sometimes through physical deterioration (a
question of time and process), and sometimes
as a consequence of newer or better alternatives
emerging (a question of language and character).
Either way, an obsolete building or building
element is in place but out of time. This is the
case of the chimney.
When buildings and their associated
elements fall out of time, they stay in place,
and we are obligated to tolerate them. But
what happens when one proposes a degree of
separation between the elements and therefore a
degree of autonomy? In this the singular subjects
of obsolescence at hand can now be interpreted
for what they are rather than interpreted as part of
their larger whole. In walks the chimney.
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Fig 18 - 37
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Giorgio Morandi stated “that
nothing can be more abstract and
unreal than what we actually see.
We know that the objective world
never really exists as we see and
understand it… it has no intrinsic
meaning of its own, such as the
projective meanings that we attach
to it.”
Through this lens, we look at the chimney. The
chimney manifests as a formal object well-beyond
its physical footprint or context. It appears in
various social scales, contexts, and numbers,
such as in the representations of of Aldo Rossi,
paintings of Chirico, and vast plains of the
American suburbia. In this sense, the chimney
becomes a vehicle for contemporary projective
character: it is a globally recognized architectural
element on the verge of functional obsolescence.
Here the research aims to propose a fictional
landscape composed of projective characters,
arguing that the formal and didactic qualities
of the architectural chimney promote new and
contradictory narratives, with the power to assert
their familiar image across novel visual landscapes.
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It becomes clear...that it is only possible to
document transformation over time in the
form of visual snapshots.

Fig 38 - 40
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In Archigrams Metamorphosis, the drawings
illustrate a process of “fluid metamorphosis”
that seek to temper the townscapes future of
obsolescence. A wave of visual transformation
seems to take over, softening the line between
subjects and objects. Existing themes are erased in
a new and projective organization or architectural
character. The elements, chimneys included,
become much more ambiguous in nature.
Similarity, In the 1965 Thinkbelt Project,
Cedric Price studies the life span and use-cycles
of the various architectural elements on the
former industrial site. He laid out the elements
in in terms of temporality, function, typology
and infrastructure. In this he proposes a scale of
obsolescence between various building elements,
and therefore a degree of autonomy amongst
its architectural whole. This allows each element
to be extrapolated, read as their own entity, and
interpreted for what they are rather than their
part to a larger whole. It becomes clear in these
case studies that it is only possible to document
transformation over time, in the form of visual
snapshots.
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Fig 41
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3.
Towards a
		Miscalibration
29

Fig 42

30

From a study of nearly 50 different chimneys/chutes/stacks/and
contemporary wanna-be’s, I identified 20 to analyze across each
other.
The series ranges in functionality, style, size,
materiality, geography, and so forth. As a group,
they are both in and out of character: they are
themselves despite possessing the ability to
not be themselves. In this analysis I argue for
objects with these contradictory qualities. Moving
forward, I aim to study how these quote-unquote “characters” cast new narratives on their
surroundings. While chimneys are traditionally
products of their functional environments, how
can one reverse this notion to produces new
environments out of architectural tchotchke’s and
formal characters?
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Fig 43
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1. Becher, Bernd & Hilla. Blast Furnaces. 1980.
2. Cook, Peter. Archigram. Representation. 1970
3. Heinz. Pittsburgh. Concrete. 1869.
4. Railway Workshops. Worcester. 1850
5. Cook, Peter. Archigram. Representation. 1970
6. Becher, Bernd & Hilla. Blast Furnaces. 1980.
7. Cob Chimney. Nigeria. Mud.
8. Sik, Miroslav. Paris. Representation. 1989.
9. Becher, Bernd & Hilla. Blast Furnaces. 1980.
10. Gatehouse Chimney. Coventry. 2016.
11. Becher, Bernd & Hilla. Blast Furnaces. 1980.
12. Venturi, Robert. Vanna Venturi House. 1964
13. Solar Chimney. Arizona. Steel
14. Double Chimney. United States of America.
15. Clay Kiln. Washington. 1940.
16. Domestic Stove. United States of America. Iron.
17. Venetian Chimney. Venice, Italy. 1500.
18. Kropholler, Margaret. Huize Meezenest. Amsterdam.
19. Georgian Row Houses. Bath, England. 1890
20. Super Mario Brothers. Green Chute. 1982.
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In the study of the chimney, its heuristic value of
architectural type and the possibly for projective character
imbedded in it, fails to resist its use as an instrument of
architectural salvation. History and functionalism are no
longer the basis for the continuity of chimneys. Instead
we are left with a growing choice between death and
decay or architectural revolution and newness.

Fig 44

34

Moving forward, I aim to study how these quoteun-quote “characters” cast new narratives on their
surroundings. While chimneys are traditionally products
of their functional environments, how can one reverse
this notion to produces new environments out of
architectural tchotchke’s and formal characters?
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“ It creates a projective
character that is both
quirky and misaligned,
and calls for distinct and
articulate parts rather
than a unified whole.”
Through a series of models, we seek to draw on
Hick’s and Newmeyer’s process of mis-calibration
of character through (1) scale, (2) copy and (3)
casting. Arraying chimney and chimney-like
objects on a subjective grid, the objects are moved,
tilted, disoriented, magnified, hidden, crutched,
and removed in order to cast new narratives on
their trans-scalar surroundings.
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Fig 45
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“These
constructions
offer no instructions for
perceiving the work and
reveal no inscriptions indicating what they mean.
Instead they are dreams
on display, activated
through interaction with
a willing public.”
As both a group and a singular entity, the chimneys
here are both in and out of character: they are
themselves despite possessing the ability to not be
themselves. In this sense, the architecture is saved
from obsolescence and appears contemporary as
it is framed and reframed as culturally significant.
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Fig 46
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“ They simultaneously uphold a fiction while
clearly revealing its artifice.”
It is here we look to the abstract and unreal,
the Projective, to DE-familiarize the growingly
obsolete chimney in order to see it a-new. We
use the Vanna Venturi house as a starting vessel.
The house is chosen for its recognition within
the architectural discourse: both in its image as
a whole, and in its legible parts (in this case, the
central chimney).
Through mis-calibrations of the subject/
object relationship, this study aims to recover the
true potential of the growing obsolescence of the
chimney form. It creates a conversation between
the part and whole, the subject and the object. The
resulting images challenge the familiarity of both
the Vanna Venturi house and the classic American
chimney form, both competing in every image to
be at the forefront of its new narrative.
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Fig 47
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Fig 48
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4.
Trajectory
43

Fig 49

44

The continuing research aims to propose a
fictional landscape composed of projective
characters, arguing that the formal and didactic
qualities of the architectural chimney promote
new and contradictory narratives, with the power
to assert their familiar image across novel visual
landscapes. From the catalogue of 20 chimneys, a
fictional scape of obsolescence is drawn.

Fig 50
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Fig 51
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Averaging the realms of industry, domesticity,
and civic engagement in the European postindustrial city, a grid is created to allow for the
accumulation of the obsolescent chimneys and
their corresponding spatial partnerings. Thus,
the overarching goal of this thesis is to create a
new conversation in what it means to preserve
or reframe a visual architectural landscape of
obsolescence.

Fig 52
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Seeking to draw on the notion of legibility through
the use of projective character, it is first essential
to understand the spatial, formal, and contextual
characteristics of the original characters at hand.
Here, we bring the chimneys back to their accepted
contextual understanding. No longer being read as
their own entity, we analyze them now for their
part to a larger whole.
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Revisiting the writings of Quantremere, we can
argue that “architecture can be understood simply
as the arrangement of spaces, parts, and tectonics
placed in relationship to one another through
distinct and careful configurations that therefor
results in its overall reading and perception.”
It is only from here that we may operationalize
projective character in this averaged world,
allowing us to override the expected functions of
these ordinary elements with new arrangements
and associations.

Fig 53
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Fig 54-55
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“ the original hierarchies
are flattened, functions
removed ”
Here we look to defamiliarize the chimney in order
to see it a-new, with a restored sense of admiration
and revelry. The architectural chimney becomes
susceptible to formal and spatial transformation
with continued visual recognition as the only real
requirement.
What is collected is a series of characters
not yet catalogued or organized. They have no care
for scale or size and the original hierarchies are
flattened, functions removed. The process used in
creating these images is meant to be dynamic: it
can be teased, tested, argued, pursued, dismantled,
and/or additionally infused through the use of
imagery, drawing, and fictional storytelling.
Thus, what is produced is an alternative
understanding and perception of architecture.
The goal of this thesis is to proliferate a kind
of fantasy landscape in which the obsolescent
characters can sit, capable of slipping between the
real and fictional, banal and fantastic.
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Fig 56
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Fig 57-59
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Fiction can be used as a vehicle
for illustrating a particular truth
about architecture. The format of
these types of stories within the
architectural discourse can vary
dramatically, from comics to love
stories, images to videos. But the
mission is the same: to dramatically
rethink how architecture can be
leveraged to address the real issues
we face today.
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Fig 60-63
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57

Fig 64
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Fig 65
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The format of these types of stories within
the architectural discourse can vary dramatically,
from comics to love stories, images to videos. But
the mission is the same: to dramatically rethink
how architecture can be leveraged to address the
real issues we face today.
Such as, but not limited to, the accumulation
of growingly functionally obsolescent objects of
contemporary urban and peripheral landscapes.
These contradictory sites, and the visual narratives
in which they tell, serve as a rich platform for
the proposal of a fictional narrative composed
of projective characters. Simon Sadler touches
on the importance of graphic representation in
these types of design proposals. In response to
Archigram’s Metamorphosis of an English Town,
he describes how “ it is only possible to document
transformation over time, in the form of visual
snapshots.
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Fig 67
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In this initial image, a wave of visual
transformation seems to take over the image,
softening the line between subjects and objects.
Existing themes are erased in a new and projective
organization of architectural character, and the
singular chimneys become much more ambiguous
in nature.
Thus, the overarching goal of this thesis
is to create a new conversation in what it means
to preserve or reframe a visual architectural
landscape of obsolescence, with an articulate
focus on the chimney element.
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Fig 70
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5.
The Walker
			Travel Prize
65

This thesis project falls at the nexus of my
academic interests. The Walker Travel Prize will
allow me to better understand the relationship
between the way in which architectural character
is used in contemporary development initiatives
and the degree in which visuality and projective
obsolescence is taken into account in the process.
Ultimately, the Prize will bring me closer to a more
critical understanding of what it means to design
in pursuit of controlled obsolescence.
Conducting research in the Manchester
and Ruhr Valley regions will allow me to integrate
my theory-heavy thesis prep research with an
exciting and intellectually rewarding hands-on
experience: sketching the formal chimneys in
Stoke-on-Trent, biking through the architecturally
contradictive landscapes of the Ruhr Valley, and
exploring the spatial complexities of the Zollverein
Coal Mine Industrial Complex. The research and
documentation I conduct during my travel will
function not only as the essential groundwork
for my Undergraduate Thesis this spring 2019,
but as an incredible honor and complement to
my education at Syracuse University School of
Architecture.

66

Fig 71-72
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1) The Gladstone Industrial Pottery Museum,
Stoke-On-Trent UK
A working medium-sized coal-fired
pottery museum, typical of those once common in
England from the 18th - mid 20th centuries. With
less than 50 surviving bottle ovens left scattered in
the UK, the museum’s kilns represent a significant
proportion of the remaining stock of the formally
unique chimney structures.
2)

Ancoats, Manchester UK
Infamously known as “the world’s
first industrial suburb”. In the 1990s Ancoats’
industrial heritage was nationally recognized.
Since then its proximity to the city center has led
to investment and some of the most substantial
industrial regeneration in Europe. The site is a
prime location for contemporary use of projective
character with an overlapping of the domestic and
industrial realms.
3)
Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial
Complex & Ruhr Museum, Essen GER
The Ruhr Museum is the main museum
of the Ruhr Valley. It’s permanent exhibitions
present exclusive artifacts, photographs, models,
and guided tours of what once was the largest
industrial region of the world. It offers a complete
history of the regions architectural development,
from the formation of coal 300 million years
ago to the current structural change towards the
Sustainable Ruhr Metropolis.
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4)

Krupp Park, Essen GER
Krupp Park is an attractive public green
space with playgrounds, rest areas and new
viewpoints. It is the key feature in the Krupp
Green Belt, a 20 km long strip of public land
connecting the city of Essen with Ruhr River.
The still-in-progress project is considered one
of the most sustainable parks in Europe and an
exceptional example of a post-post-modern visual
landscape of obsolescence.
5)

Landscape Park Duisburg Nord, GER
The Landscape Park Duisburg Nord is
an outstanding example of a new type of park
shaped by industry. The site is framed to visitors
as a “living” industrial monument. Its three blast
furnaces offer views to the entire surrounding
Ruhr Valley Landscapes. Additionally, it is the
gateway to hundreds of miles of bike trails.

The on-site photographs and drawings collected
will add to my image catalogue, a collection of images that
will then be deployed in my Spring 2019 Thesis design
project. This travel will offer me the opportunity to better
understand the post-postmodern characteristics of industrial
chimneys and the accompanying vernacular elements that
add to their visual narratives. Additionally, it will clarify
the degree in which I privilege the analyzed obsolescent
characters moving forward, allowing me to find a proper
place to site them, or not site them.
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Fig 73-75
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Fig 76-77
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Name: Sarah Beaudoin
Title: Casting Contradictive Landscapes
Subtitle: The Objects of An Obsolescent Future
Thesis Advisor: Nicole McIntosh
Advisory Group: Ordinary Conditions
Statement:
This Thesis aims to bring functionally obsolescent architectural
elements to the forefront of design analysis, in the pursuit of architectural
character over typology. The analysis is not of buildings, but rather how their
recognizable ordinary elements can adopt alternate personalities, identities,
and attitudes to the landscapes in which they inhabit.
Here, the understanding of what it means to be “ordinary” is
critical. In his Essay, “Ordinary,” Antonio Petrov defines the ordinary
as “a derivative” and “a negative category of what is not:” not elite, not
exceptional, not interesting, not sacred. But the sacred changes with time.
Exceptionality fluctuates, the ordinary is always leftover. In this, it is seen that
we do not remember ordinary typologies, but rather the everyday features and
characters that make up their compositions. This thesis seeks to draw on this
idea of legibility through the use of projective character. Operationalizing
Stewart Hick’s and Alison Newmeyer’s definition of projective character in
our post-postmodern world allows us to override the expected functions of
these ordinary elements with new associations.2
In this Thesis analysis I argue for characters with these contradictory
qualities, claiming obsolescence is merely a call for the employment of
character mis-calibrations. With this in mind, the research focuses on the
chimney: a globally recognized architectural element on the verge of
functional obsolescence. Here the research aims to propose a fictional
landscape composed of projective characters, arguing that the formal and
didactic qualities of the architectural chimney promote new and contradictory
narratives, with the power to assert their familiar image across novel visual
landscapes. These contradictory sites, and the visual narratives in which
they tell, serve as a rich platform for the proposal of a fictional narrative
composed of projective characters. Thus, the overarching goal of this thesis
is to create a new conversation in what it means to preserve or reframe a
visual architectural landscape of obsolescence.
Image Title: Towards a Visual Narrative
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This Thesis Prep analysis argues for characters
with quirky and contradictory qualities, claiming
obsolescence is merely a call for the employment
of character mis-calibrations. With this in mind,
the research focuses on the chimney: a globally
recognized architectural element on the verge of
functional obsolescence. The ongoing research
aims to propose a fictional landscape composed
of projective characters, arguing that the formal
and didactic qualities of the architectural chimney
promote new and contradictory narratives, with
the power to assert their familiar image across
novel visual landscapes. Thus, the overarching
goal of this thesis is to create a new conversation
in what it means to preserve or reframe a visual
architectural landscape of obsolescence.
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